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Abstract 

This article combines semantic network and critical discourse analysis to examine China’s 

official cybersecurity discourse from 1983 to 2018. By shifting analytical focus from ‘threat 

politics’ to ‘power politics,’ the article theorizes securitization as a dynamic power game. 

Three historical phases of China's cybersecurity discourse are identified, reflecting not only 

the China’s evolved understanding of the issue, but also how it defines rights, obligations and 

power relations among involved actors. Though the state has different self-positions in 

cybersecurity across time, first as a modernization planner, then an authoritarian paternalist, 

and ultimately a rising power, all three stages feature a state-society power relationship with 

the state in the presiding position to securitize the Internet instrumentally for its policy and 

strategic goals. 

 

Keywords: Securitization Theory, Positioning Theory, Cybersecurity, Discourse, China, 

Global Cyber Order, Cyber Power 
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Modernization Planner, Authoritarian Paternalist, and Rising Power: 

Evolving Government Positions in China’s Internet Securitization  

 

Introduction 

China is one of the most crucial actors in global cybersecurity, not only because of its 

massive cyber presence and the subsequent influence, but also due to the uncertainty and 

potential pattern changes that it may bring to cyber governance as embodied in the nation’s 

ambition to become a global cyber power1 and its declaration of ‘Internet sovereignty’.2 In 

fact, China’s recent moves in cybersecurity have triggered a series of conflicts with the 

United States. As the Brookings Institute puts it,3  

There is perhaps no relationship as significant to the future of world politics as that 

between the U.S. and China. And in their relationship, there is no issue that has risen so 

quickly and generated so much friction as cybersecurity. 

 

How does China understand cybersecurity and perceive the government’s role vis-à-vis the 

technology, the society, and the global community? Current studies have yet to provide an 

adequate answer to this important question. The English literature on cybersecurity has 

generally focused on developed countries, especially the United States, with only a few 

studies exploring China's conceptualization and attitudes toward cybersecurity,4 Western 

discourses on cybersecurity in China,5 or China's influence in the realm.6 Meanwhile, in 

Chinese scholarship, as a relatively new technological-social phenomenon, few studies have 

                                                        
1
 Xi Jinping, ‘Ba Woguo Cong Wangluo Daguo Jianshe Chengwei Wangluo Qiangguo’ 

[‘Build China into A Cyber Power’], Xinhua News Agency, February 27, 2014, accessed June 

8, 2019, http://www.xinhuanet.com//politics/2014-02/27/c_119538788.htm. 
2
 Jinghan Zeng, Tim Stevens, and Yaru Chen, ‘China’s Solution to Global Cyber Governance: 

Unpacking the Domestic Discourse of “Internet Sovereignty”’, Politics & Policy 45(3), 

(2017), pp. 432–64. 
3
 Kenneth Lieberthal and Peter Warren Singer, ‘Cybersecurity and US-China Relations’, 

Brookings Institute, February 2012, accessed October 21, 2019, 

https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/0223_cybersecurity_china_us_lieber

thal_singer_pdf_english.pdf 
4
 Cuihong Cai, ‘Cybersecurity in the Chinese Context: Changing Concepts, Vital Interests, 

and Prospects for Cooperation’, China Quarterly of International Strategic Studies 1(3), 

(2015), pp. 471–96; Michael D Swaine, ‘Chinese Views on Cybersecurity in Foreign 

Relations’, China Leadership Monitor 42, (2013), pp. 1–27. 
5
 Daniel Ventre, ‘Discourse Regarding China: Cyberspace and Cybersecurity’, in Chinese 

Cybersecurity and Defense, ed. Daniel Ventre (New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, 2014), pp. 

199-282. 
6
 Jon R. Lindsay, ‘The Impact of China on Cybersecurity: Fiction and Friction’, 

International Security 39(3), (2015), pp. 7–47. 

https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/0223_cybersecurity_china_us_lieberthal_singer_pdf_english.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/0223_cybersecurity_china_us_lieberthal_singer_pdf_english.pdf
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critically analyzed the politically sensitive aspects of cybersecurity.7  

 

This article fills the gap in existing studies by exploring China’s cybersecurity discourse in 

the Party-state’s mouthpiece, the People's Daily from 1983 to 2018. The authors first extract 

the discursive structure and pattern through semantic network analysis, and then use critical 

discourse analysis to reveal in more detail the background, mechanism, and constructed 

power relations reflected in the state discourse. Based on securitization and positioning 

theories, the article shifts the analytical focus from ‘threat politics’ to ‘power politics,’ 

arguing that the discourse construction reflects the state’s imagination of the technology, the 

society and international relations as well as its effort to define the rights, obligations and 

power relations among involved actors. This analysis identifies three historical stages of 

China's cybersecurity discourse, each featuring a distinctive power-relationship structure with 

the government assigning itself the role of a modernization planner, an authoritarian 

paternalist, and a rising cyber power, respectively. Yet, all three stages share the feature of 

unequal power relations in which the state assumes the commanding position and securitizes 

the Internet instrumentally to serves its governing goals.  

 

Besides providing a detailed analysis of China's cybersecurity discourse, which is an 

important but yet understudied topic, this research makes a theoretical contribution by 

integrating the securitization theory and positioning theory. In doing so, this article pushes 

forward securitization analysis from the "threat politics" of how security is presented through 

discourse, rhetoric, metaphor, or narrative to the deeper "power politics" of how 

responsibilities, obligations and the power relations between different actors are constructed 

through discourse. This shift in focus helps expand the application of securitization 

theory—an analytical tool originally developed in Western democracies to understand how a 

specific issue when elevated to a security one can bypass democratic processes and to be 

handled with urgency. Can the framework be applied to non-democratic societies where there 

is no need to sidestep democratic politics? Using China’s decades-long cybersecurity 

discourse construction as a case, this article reveals how the state mobilizes the public, 

affirms its legitimacy and authority, and stimulates nationalism, all through the “power 

politics” process of positioning—i.e. defining and assigning different roles to different actors 

including itself. 

 

The following sections begin with a review of the theoretical framework, highlighting the 

importance of understanding China's cybersecurity from the perspective of power politics. 

The data collection and analysis process are then introduced before presenting the findings. 

Through analyzing the evolution of the cybersecurity discourses, the authors identify the 

Chinese government’s self-positioning as well as its imagined relations with the technology, 

the society, and the international community at different stages as reflected in its effort to 

                                                        
7
 Greg Austin, preface of Cybersecurity in China: The Next Wave, by Greg Austin (Cham: 

Springer, 2018), pp. vii-xi. 
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construct the new power dynamics. This article concludes by briefly discussing the findings 

and theoretical implications. 

 

Theoretical Framework: Securitization Theory and Positioning Theory 

This article builds on the comprehensive analytical framework of securitization theory and 

positioning theory. First proposed by Wæver,8 securitization was further conceptualized and 

theorized by Barry Buzan, Ole Weaver and Jaap de Wilde in their seminal book Security: A 

New Framework for Analysis.9 In this book, security is does not exist naturally, nor is it 

given, but is socially constructed by securitizing actors (often the state and the government) 

who use speech-acts (i.e. official propaganda) that recognize one or some referent objects as 

being threatened to convince the public, thus, turning the issue into a security one.10 

Securitization theory shifts the focus of the conceptual debate between those who define 

threat as subjective (what is perceived as a threat) and those who see threats as being 

objective (what really constitutes a threat). Indeed, ‘the task is not to assess some objective 

threats that “really” endanger some object to be defended or secured; rather, it is to 

understand the processes of constructing a shared understanding of what is to be considered 

and collectively responded to as a threat.’11  

 

Viewing ‘security as a discursive modality with a particular rhetorical structure and political 

effect,’ securitization theory is especially useful to study the construction of cybersecurity 

discourse.12 Inspired by securitization theory, many studies began to explore the role of 

discourse, rhetoric, metaphor and analogy in cybersecurity. The representation of threats has 

become a core issue in this field, which has been conceptualized as ‘threat politics.’13 The 

politicization of cybersecurity, especially in the United States, has been dominated by the 

discourse that over-emphasizes its negative aspects, consequential impact or loss, and 

exaggerated or inflated security concerns, which scholars have dubbed as ‘cyber doom 

scenarios.’14 For instance, the information society is often described as a risk society, and the 

                                                        
8
 Ole Wæver, ‘Securitization and Desecuritization’, in On Security, ed. R. D Lipschutz (New 

York: Columbia University Press, 1995), pp.46-86. 
9
 Barry Buzan, Ole Wæver, and Jaap De Wilde, eds., Security: A New Framework for 

Analysis (Colorado & London: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1998). 
10

 Ibid. 
11

 Wæver, ‘Securitization and Desecuritization’, in Security: A New Framework for Analysis, 

eds. Barry Buzan, Ole Wæver, and Jaap De Wilde (Colorado & London: Lynne Rienner 

Publishers, 1998), p. 26. 
12

 Lene Hansen and Helen Nissenbaum, ‘Digital Disaster, Cyber Security, and the 

Copenhagen School’, International Studies Quarterly 53(4), (2009), pp. 1155–75. 
13

 Myriam Dunn Cavelty, Cyber-Security and Threat Politics: US Efforts to Secure the 

Information Age (New York: Routledge, 2007). 
14

 Ibid. 
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cybersecurity risks are more complex and difficult to control.15 In the U.S. cybersecurity 

discourse, analogies such as war, cyber Pearl Harbor, information warfare, and Cold War 

became prominent and helped foster the societal consensus using fearful emotional appeals.16 

Yet, as Lawson and Middleton point out, such a cyber-disaster narrative is unrealistic, 

reflecting the Western society’s long-standing fears of losing control over technology, and 

leading to more militarized and control-oriented policies.17 The excessive securitization, as 

securitization theory criticizes, allows security issues to bypass conventional public debate 

and democratic procedures, thus helps legitimize unconventional behavior.18 

 

The focus on representation of threats in current studies19 tends to overlook the underlying 

power dynamics, which is problematic given that securitization is discursively negotiated 

among multiple actors. Moreover, though everyone can tag an issue as a security issue in the 

process, the securitization power is unevenly distributed among various actors and some 

securitization actions are always going to be more politically resonating than others.20 Thus, 

existing studies often focus on the significant ‘speech acts’21 of ‘capable individuals,’22 

including ‘the heads of states, governments, senior civil servants, high ranked military, heads 

of international institutions.’23  

 

Dunn Cavelty, however, examines the less-visible actors who may influence cybersecurity 

practice to reveal the discursive, power, and interest tensions among different actors.24 

                                                        
15

 Ralf Bendrath, ‘The Cyberwar Debate: Perception and Politics in US Critical 

Infrastructure Protection’, Information & Security: An International Journal 7, (2001), pp. 

80–103. 
16

 Sean Lawson, ‘Putting the “War” in Cyberwar: Metaphor, Analogy, and Cybersecurity 

Discourse in the United States’, First Monday 17(7), (2012), accessed December 19, 2019, 

doi:10.5210/fm.v17i7.3848; Sean Lawson and Michael K Middleton, ‘Cyber Pearl Harbor: 

Analogy, Fear, and the Framing of Cyber Security Threats in the United States, 1991-2016’, 

First Monday 24(3), (2019), accessed December 19, 2019, doi:10.5210/fm.v24i3.9623. 
17

 Lawson and Middleton, ‘Cyber Pearl Harbor.’ 
18

 Buzan, Wæver, and De Wilde, Security: A New Framework for Analysis. 
19

 Lawson, ‘Putting the “War” in Cyberwar’; Myriam Dunn Cavelty, ‘From Cyber-Bombs to 

Political Fallout: Threat Representations with an Impact in the Cyber-Security Discourse’, 

International Studies Review 15(1), (2013), pp. 105–22. 
20

 Buzan, Wæver, and De Wilde, Security: A New Framework for Analysis. 
21

 Jef Huysmans, ‘What’s in an Act? On Security Speech Acts and Little Security Nothings’, 

Security Dialogue 42(4-5), (2011), pp. 371–83. 
22

 David Campbell, Writing Security: United States Foreign Policy and the Politics of 

Identity (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1992). 
23

 Lene Hansen, Security as Practice: Discourse Analysis and the Bosnian War (Oxon & 

New York: Routledge, 2006), p.64. 
24

 Cavelty, ‘From Cyber-Bombs to Political Fallout.’ 
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Cavelty highlights two patterns of power relations, one links ‘cyberspace to state power, 

control, and order,’ and the other sees cyberspace as an organic system.25 If cyberspace is a 

problematic, chaotic space to be tamed at all costs, it inevitably leads to the state’s 

interference and regulation; if cyberspace is an organic system that is self-healing, 

self-organizing, and decentralized, the state then shall function as a coordinator rather than a 

dominant actor.  

 

The different roles of the state as well as other actors in securitization makes positioning 

theory an especially useful lens to analyze the power dynamics, actor relations, and identities 

in cybersecurity. Sharing the perspective of constructivism, positioning theory is about ‘how 

people use words (and discourse of all types) to locate themselves and others.’26 Positioning 

takes place in interactions thus includes both self-positioning and positioning of others. The 

key in this process is to define the power, responsibilities, and obligations of involved actors, 

often through continuous discursive practice. As Moghaddam and Harré put it, ‘it is with 

words that we ascribe rights and claim them for ourselves and place duties on others.’27 In 

this sense, positioning theory makes up for the lack of discussion of bilateral or multilateral 

behavior in securitization.  

 

Methodological Notes 

As the Party-state’s mouthpiece, the People’s Daily conveys the state’s perception, attitude, 

and motives better than any other sources.28 To gather data, the authors searched the People’s 

Daily’s digital database (http://data.people.com.cn/rmrb/) with a set of keywords. Since 

cybersecurity is an evolving concept with different word references in Chinese,29 

‘cybersecurity’ and its five common synonyms, namely ‘information security,’ ‘computer 

security,’ ‘PC security,’ ‘Internet security,’ and ‘network space security’ were used in the 

search to include as many reports as possible. The authors then (1) removed letters from 

readers, book reviews, interviews, and so forth, keeping only news reports and commentary 

articles, and (2) dropped all reports that do not focus on cybersecurity. In total, 720 reports 

between 1983 and 2018 were kept for further analysis. 

                                                        
25

 Ibid, p. 118. 
26

 Fathali Moghaddam and Rom Harré, ‘Words, Conflicts, and Political Processes’, in Words 

of Conflict, Words of War: How the Language We Use in Political Processes Sparks Fighting, 

eds. Fathali Moghaddam and Rom Harré (Santa Barbara: Praeger, 2010), p. 220. 
27

 Ibid, p. 3.  
28

 Shufang Wu, ‘The Revival of Confucianism and the CCP's Struggle for Cultural 

Leadership: a content analysis of the People's Daily, 2000–2009’, Journal of Contemporary 

China 23(89), (2014), pp. 971-991; Titus C. Chen and Chia-hao Hsu, ‘Double-Speaking 

Human Rights: Analyzing Human Rights Conception in Chinese Politics (1989–2015)’, 

Journal of Contemporary China, 27(112), (2018), pp. 534-553. 
29

 Cuihong Cai, ‘Cybersecurity in the Chinese Context.’ 

http://data.people.com.cn/rmrb/
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Semantic Network Analysis 

As an inconclusive concept, ‘no one can agree precisely what cybersecurity is or what it 

requires.’30 For this reason, cybersecurity is treated as a discourse construction composed of 

interconnected semantic networks and take an inductive approach to reveal its relevant 

discourse, rhetoric and theme by analyzing the news reports. Semantic network analysis uses 

‘network analytic techniques on paired associations based on shared meaning.’31 Without 

pre-set categories, semantic network analysis counts the frequency, co-occurrence and 

distance of words to analyze structural features of the discourse, thus maintains objectivity 

when collecting data, especially when it comes to new topics.32 

 

First, a Java program is used to read and parse all news reports using the Chinese semantic 

segmentation tool HanLP. Words without real meaning such as function words, auxiliary 

verbs, and stop words are dropped, resulting in a total of 9,445 keywords for further analysis. 

Co-word analysis is then conducted by counting the frequency of all co-occurrence words, i.e. 

notional words that appear in one sentence. The repeated co-occurrence pairs are removed 

using Java's built-in Hash function and end up with 400,000 pairs of co-occurrence words. 

Then cluster analysis is conducted with NodeXL, using the Clauset-Newman-Moore 

clustering algorithm. Note that for an optimal result, the dominant keyword ‘security’ is 

excluded here like previous studies.33 The co-word networks are visualized using Gephi, 

with the size of the network nodes positively correlating with the frequency of the word and 

the distance between nodes representing the strength of the relationship between the words. 

Given the abundance of the data, only the top 20% most frequent co-words are presented, 

with the major clusters marked in blue, yellow and red to optimize the visual effects of the 

graphs. 

 

Critical Discourse Analysis 

Norman Fairclough notes that critical discourse analysis has three dimensions: text, 

discursive practice and social practice.34 At the text level, this article focuses on the theme 

changes of the reports on cybersecurity from 1983 to 2018, primarily by close reading of the 

                                                        
30

 Derek E. Bambauer, ‘Conundrum’, Minnesota Law Review 96(2), (2012), pp. 584–674. 
31

 Marya L Doerfel, ‘What Constitutes Semantic Network Analysis? A Comparison of 

Research and Methodologies’, Connections 21(2), (1998), pp. 16–26. 
32

 Jörg Matthes and Matthias Kohring, ‘The Content Analysis of Media Frames: Toward 

Improving Reliability and Validity’, Journal of Communication 58(2), (2008), pp. 258–79. 
33

 Elaine J. Yuan, Miao Feng, and James A Danowski, ‘‘Privacy’ in Semantic Networks on 

Chinese Social Media: The Case of Sina Weibo’, Journal of Communication 63(6), (2013), 

pp. 1011–31. 
34

 Norman Fairclough, Analysing Discourse: Textual Analysis for Social Research (London 

& New York: Routledge, 2003). 
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texts. At the discursive practice level, emphasis is put on discursive tactics, rhetoric, 

metaphor and other means through which the cybersecurity discourse is constructed in the 

news reports. At the social practice level, the analysis below focuses on the time, theme, core 

events and referents in each news report so as to map the text to the specific social-political 

context. 

 

Findings 

The critical discourse analysis of the news reports allows us to compile the details of 

cybersecurity reports, including the types of cybersecurity issues reported (and the proportion 

of each type), as well as the discourse framework, rhetoric and tone of the reports. By 

carefully examining the changes in the discourse, especially the topical focuses, three phases 

of cybersecurity discourse in China naturally emerge, namely before 2000, 2001-2009, and 

2010-2018, as briefly summarized in Table 1.  

 

[Table 1 near here] 

 

Note that with the evolution of cybersecurity discourse, topical focuses of the reports varied. 

Topical analysis reveals three major categories of cybersecurity topics: the technology, the 

society and the military/foreign relations.
35

 The technology category includes reports that 

focus on technicalities such as network, IP addresses, viruses, and malware as well as 

subsequent cybersecurity implications; the society category includes topics on domestic 

socio-economic and political aspects such as online crimes, frauds, privacy, and pornography; 

the military/foreign relations category are reports that focus on cyber conflicts, cyber wars, 

cyberattacks, as well as those on global cyber order and governance. Figure 1 illustrates the 

changes in topical distribution over time.  

 

[Figure 1 near here] 

 

The year 2000/2001 and the year of 2009/2010 are not arbitrarily selected as the division 

years, but derived inductively through close reading of the reports. More specifically, the year 

2000 was when reports on the social aspect of cybersecurity started to grow significantly and 

from 2010 the military/foreign relations aspect has become more salient. The three phases 

also correspond well to the development of Chinese Internet and the state regulation. Before 

2000, Internet development in China was more about network infrastructure construction. It 

was around 2000 that Internet giants such as Baidu, Tencent, and Alibaba were founded and 

the social-political influences of the Internet started to exemplify. Thus, the State Council 

issued the Administrative Measures on Internet Information Services in 2000, indicating a 

                                                        
35

 Based on the coding scheme, one of the authors and the research assistant first coded 108 

(15%) of the total 720 sampled reports independently, getting an inter-coder reliability 

coefficient of 0.92. The two coders then coded the remaining reports with a division of labor.  
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shift in governance priority from the Internet’s technological aspect to the social-political 

aspects.
36

 The third phase begins with 2010, when Google withdrew from China. As a major 

friction between China and global actors, the United States in particular, the incident marked 

a turning point of China’s Internet development and cybersecurity discourse. Such a 

periodization is consistent with existing studies.37 

 

The following sub-sections will present the results of the analysis in more detail, with special 

focus on the state’s discursive practices and power construction effort as well as its 

self-positions.   

 

Before 2000: Securitizing the Internet as Modernization Planner 

Prior to 2000, China's Internet was at the stage of infrastructure construction. Since no major 

cybersecurity incident had happened to China by then, its understanding of the issue was 

mainly based on case studies of other countries and partially on its own imagination. What 

stands out in the cybersecurity discourse was the state’s position of itself as a modernization 

planner. This is in line with previous studies on Internet development in China. Since 1980s, 

the Chinese government has viewed the new technology as an opportunity to catch up with 

the West.38 Correspondingly, the Internet and cybersecurity were integrated into the overall 

national strategic plan.  

 

Overall in this phase, cybersecurity was constructed not as an overly dangerous threat that is 

out-of-control, but as an inevitable and manageable challenge. By positioning itself as the 

modernization planner that plays the central role in designing and prescribing the rules, the 

state integrated the technology, the society, and foreign relations into its blueprint in a quite 

balanced way (as shown in the relatively even discourse clustering in Figure 2), with the 

technology functioning as instrumental for development, the society in need of governance, 

and the outside to be watched with vigilance. In this way, the state naturally put itself in 

charge and the technology, society, and foreign relations as passive objects that require active 

                                                        
36

 Weishan Miao, Min Jiang, and Yunxia Pang, ‘Historicizing Internet Regulation in China: A 

Meta-Analysis of Chinese Internet Policies (1994-2017) ’, International Journal of 

Communication (15), (2021), pp. 2003-2026; Rongbin Han, Contesting Cyberspace in China: 

Online Expression and Authoritarianism Resilience (New York: Columbia University Press, 

2018). 
37

 Weishan Miao, Jian Xu, and Hongjun Zhu, ‘From Technological Issue to 

Military-Diplomatic Affairs: Analysis of China’s Official Cybersecurity Discourse (1994–

2016) ’, in Second International Handbook of Internet Research, ed. Jeremy Hunsinger, 

Matthew M. Allen, and Lisbeth Klastrup (Netherlands: Springer, 2019), pp. 431–43. 
38

 Jing Wu and Guoqiang Yun, ‘From Modernization to Neoliberalism? How IT Opinion 

Leaders Imagine the Information Society’, International Communication Gazette 80(1), 

(2018), pp. 7–29. 
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its intervention. 

 

[Figure 2 near here] 

 

Securitizing the Technology: A Governable Target 

On the technological aspect, the government in this phase constructed cybersecurity as a 

controllable phenomenon that rises with the new technology. The official discourse described 

the Internet as ‘a key symbol of a modernized society,’ ‘a major revolution in science and 

technology’ and ‘a huge achievement of human civilization and wisdom.’ In addition to 

seeing the technology in a positive light, much of the discourse was about basic facts and 

simple application scenarios such as ‘data,’ ‘encryption,’ ‘algorithm,’ ‘chip,’ ‘password,’ 

‘transaction,’ and ‘E-commerce,’ or managerial verbs like ‘develop,’ ‘test,’ ‘monitor,’ 

‘identify,’ and ‘plan.’ 

 

When it comes to cybersecurity, the issue was often likened to ‘the double-edged sword of 

technology’ or ‘the twin brother of the Internet,’ thus justifying its inevitability with the 

dialectic logic that Chinese are familiar with. Such a view was articulated with ancient 

Chinese wisdom,39  

Everything in the world has Yin and Yang, and positive and negative. Otherwise it 

cannot be balanced and cannot development. Yin and Yang, positive and negative; they 

neutralize each other and nurture each other, and the world is constantly developing in 

this contradiction and opposition.  

The pervasiveness of such rhetoric clearly defined cybersecurity as an inevitable reality to be 

accepted, at least from the technological perspective. 

 

The official discourse at this stage used many biological metaphors to describe the 

cybersecurity threats. Based on close reading, terms such as ‘virus,’ ‘millennium bug,’ 

‘infection,’ ‘reproduction,’ and ‘paralysis’ often appear together form a close cluster (note 

that some of the terms are not shown in Figure 2, which only include top 20% most frequent 

keywords). Such rhetoric, often in combination with statistics data, functioned to warn or 

even intimidate the public. The following quote from a report serves as a good example here: 

‘According to recent statistics from the Ministry of Public Security, 70 to 80 percent of over 

400,000 computers in 30 provinces have been infected by viruses, posing a serious threat to 

social stability and economic development.’40  

 

Moreover, using the analogy of disease to imply morbidity, discomfort, and abnormality, the 

                                                        
39

 Yongping Ran, ‘Shuilai Touzi Wangluo Fangdaomen? ’ [‘Who Will Invest in the Internet’ 

Security Door? ’], The People’s Daily, February 1, 1999, p.12. 
40

 Jing Wu, ‘Woguo Jisuanji Anquan Baohu Zoushang Fazhihua Guidao’ [‘The 

Institutionalization of China’s Computer Safety Protection’], The People’s Daily, March 4, 

1994, p.3. 
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rhetoric reminds people that cybersecurity must be treated. Therefore, terms such as ‘virus’, 

‘disinfection’, ‘immunity’, ‘anti-virus sword’ and ‘treatment’ are often used together in the 

reports. War terminologies such as ‘war,’ ‘combat,’ ‘attack the strong holds,’ ‘Trojan Horse,’ 

and ‘cyber defense’ were also frequently used to emphasize the government’s determination 

and seriousness in fighting against computer virus. These reports often conclude with ‘the 

virus surrendered,’ ‘the first victory,’ ‘our computer workers have effectively curbed the 

momentum of the virus,’ and similar positive expressions to emphasize the controllability of 

the virus. Thus, cybersecurity, instead of disastrous, uncontrollable, became treatable, thus 

compatible with the government’s positive tone toward the Internet development. 

 

Securitizing the Society: Legitimization of Government Intervention 

At this stage, the societal aspect of cybersecurity discourse often cited foreign experiences as 

China had had few cybersecurity incidents other than a handful cases related to financial 

institutions or state agencies. This is why in Figure 2 terms such as ‘hacker,’ ‘crime’ turned 

out to be central while ‘International’ and ‘foreign’ also appeared frequently. Indeed, many of 

the reports were on cybersecurity incidents in foreign countries such as the United States. 

Such coverage of other countries helped highlight or even exaggerate cybersecurity threats to 

make the public alert. 

 

Like reports on the technological aspect of cybersecurity, the societal aspect of cybersecurity 

discourse also reversed to a positive tone through referencing to foreign experiences to build 

the ‘prevention’ and ‘management’ narrative. In the reports, one can find abundant cases like 

‘The Japanese National Police Agency has established the cyber security police department to 

strengthen its ability to fight against cybercrimes;’ ‘Germany announces the Multimedia Law 

to make information providers more accountable for the content;’ and ‘the U.S. enhances 

export control over information security products to maintain its absolute advantage in 

information technologies.’ All such reports help justify the Chinese state’s regulation over the 

Internet. As Figure 2 shows, terms like ‘Ministry of Public Security,’ ‘management,’ ‘prevent,’ 

and ‘Criminal Law’ form a big cluster, reflecting the state’s governance logic regarding the 

societal aspect of cybersecurity. 

 

The fact that the West served as an important reference for the Chinese government to 

imagine its relations with the society in cybersecurity is worth noting. Evidently, China 

implicitly assumes that it would follow the Western development path toward the information 

society, acknowledging the West’s leading role. The problems the West faces today are the 

problems China will face tomorrow. Moreover, the Chinese state legitimizes its control over 

the cyber society by referring to Western experiences.  

 

Securitizing Foreign Relations: Technological Nationalism 

On the foreign relations aspect, China saw cybersecurity as national security priority in this 

phase. That is why ‘nation’ is one of the most important nodes around ‘information security’ 

in Figure 2. Since China had yet to experience any major cybersecurity conflicts with foreign 
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countries at this stage, its cybersecurity concerns in international relations mainly focused on 

two dimensions: (1) Virus infections from overseas—terms such as ‘computer virus,’ ‘ghost,’ 

and ‘disaster’ appear as important nodes in the reports. As one report put it, ‘research and 

investigation by authorities reveal that major computer viruses that affected China in recent 

years are mostly of overseas origins.’ (2) China’s dependence on foreign countries for 

computer hardware and software, as reflected in keywords such as ‘overseas,’ ‘information 

leakage’ and ‘domestic production.’ As one report puts it, ‘Almost all computers in China 

have American software…. You bought a safety door to protect your network information, 

and the person who sold it to you has the key to the door. How much information safety 

would you expect?’41 

 

The paradox that China must rely on foreign technologies to develop while constantly being 

on guard against the West was integrated into the technological nationalism framework. As 

the keywords cluster in Figure 2 shows, information security is depicted as a ‘top priority’ or 

‘major issue’ that is closely ‘related’ to the ‘victory and failure’ of the ‘Chinese nation,’ and is 

absolutely ‘urgent’ for the purpose of maintaining national self-reliance and independence. 

This led to the emphasis on not to depend on foreign countries for key technologies, but to 

develop them domestically. As one report put it, ‘China enjoys no advantage in this field 

compared to developed countries. Thus, we shall increase the investment and work hard to 

master key information technologies to ensure our autonomy in information security.’42  

 

It is worth noting that, for China, the importance of cybersecurity was considered more than 

an economic and technological competition with foreign countries. It was also likened to 

weaponry development in conflicts among states, as reflected in the following quote: ‘[W]e 

should concentrate our efforts and increase investment to meet the challenges of the 

information revolution and safeguard our national security, just as we did in the ‘Two Bombs, 

One Satellite’ project in the 1950s and 1960s.’43 By elevating the importance of 

cybersecurity to the level China’s development of nuclear weapons and strategic delivery 

capabilities, the report clearly reveals its technological nationalism color.  

 

2000-2009: Securitizing the Internet under Authoritarian Paternalism 

Between 2000 and 2009, China experienced rapid Internet expansion but no major conflict 

with foreign countries in this realm. Thus the cybersecurity discourse mainly concentrated on 
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the social and technological aspects (See Figure 3). In fact, only four reports focused 

exclusively on foreign relations or national security topics during this ten-year period.  

 

[Figure 3 near here] 

 

On the technological aspect, cybersecurity, while inheriting the modernization logic of the 

previous period, demonstrated several new features at this stage. Most notably, cybersecurity 

was no longer viewed as absolutely controllable, but rather to be taken with cautious 

optimism. In addition, reports on the technology started to show more non-technical 

characteristics and often defined the challenges as managerial problems, emphasizing social 

management and policy regulations. 

 

On the societal aspect, the booming information society was depicted as representing a 

brand-new social form that would contest the state's full control over the society. Thus 

through cultivating a culture of fear, the state attempted to construct an unequal authoritarian 

paternalistic relationship with the society in the name of protecting the society, order, and 

morality, which obscures discussion of political, social and civil rights with the discourse of 

protection and stability maintenance.  

 

Securitizing the Technology: Cautious Optimism 

The technological aspect of cybersecurity discourse at this second stage continued to 

emphasize the Internet’s development and modernization functions. As then President Jiang 

Zemin put forward, ‘Regarding information networkization, our basic policy is to actively 

develop, enhance management, seek benefits while avoiding fouls, use it for us, and strive for 

an advantageous position in global information network development.’44 Because of the 

technological and industrial progress, description of the technology became more substantive 

as reflected in the more concrete presentations of domestic companies such as Rising, 

Jiangmin, and Huawei and their products. As Figure 3 shows, keywords around ‘technology,’ 

‘cyber security,’ and ‘information security’ are ‘government,’ ‘enterprise,’ ‘product,’ ‘research 

institute,’ ‘company,’ and ‘user.’  

 

However, unlike the pre-2000 period when the state saw the technology as completely 

controllable, the state’s optimism in this phase was more cautious. Though the Internet could 

still be governed, it would be a long-term battle. As one report puts it, ‘No walls are 

completely impervious. Technological advances and diffusion will always turn solid walls 

into porous fences. … The so-called information security is just like taking shelter 

temporarily from the wind and rain under the eaves that are yet to be weathered.’45 Such 
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rhetoric is clearly a warning of a protracted war. In the words of Hu Qili, then deputy 

chairman of the People's Political Consultative Conference, ‘The fight against cybercrimes is 

an uphill battle that will never end, and we always need to be vigilant.’46  

 

With the state’s optimism becoming more cautious, the reports showed the discursive trend of 

de-technization of the technology, i.e. instead of treating cybersecurity purely as a technical 

issue, more emphasis was increasingly put on management factors:47   

‘This is not a very powerful virus. How could it cause such a huge loss and impact?’ 

Wang Yaohua, Rising’s vice president in charge of research and development, said sadly. 

For him, the ‘virus bomb’ should not have caused so much harm, and ‘the main reason is 

the absence of all-society joint prevention measures for email viruses as well as the lack 

of division of labor and cooperation.’  

By converting technical problems into management ones, the state reposition itself in the 

power relations of cybersecurity and reduces its responsibilities. 

 

Securitizing the Society: Appeal of Fear and Authoritarian Paternalism  

Before 2000, China understood the societal aspect of cybersecurity mainly through Western 

experiences. From 2000 onward, the rapid development of information society offered the 

Chinese government more firsthand experiences, allowing it to device its own securitization 

strategy. Figure 3 shows two clusters on the social aspect of cybersecurity discourse, one 

primarily on cybersecurity cases (keywords include ‘society,’ ‘case,’ ‘organization’ and 

‘work’), and the other on governance strategy (keywords include ‘state,’ ‘law,’ ‘proposal,’ 

and ‘management’). Analysis reveals that the two discursive clusters are inter-related, with 

the state justifying its cybersecurity governance strategy and policy by reporting on the 

cybersecurity risks and cases. How did the state construct the power relations with the society 

and position itself as the dominant actor in cybersecurity? Three state discursive tactics are 

identified through critical discourse analysis.  

 

First, the Chinese state attempted to bring the thriving information society under government 

regulation by embedding the online society into the offline world where ‘there is no place 

beyond law.’48 Thus, the boundaries between the state and society and their power relations 

would not be debatable or negotiable, but prescribed by the state. Of course, the state’s 

dominance was not simply enforced through coercion, but legitimized through a particular 

authoritarian paternalism discourse that justified state control in the name of protection: the 
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cyber society is fraught with risks and uncertainty, so it is the government's duty to act like a 

guardian protecting a child and disciplining the child if necessary. In this sense, the state was 

positioning itself as an authoritarian paternalist. 

 

Second, a constructed fear culture became a core logic supporting the state to assume the 

protective and managerial role. The coverage of cybersecurity had centered on negative, 

aggravated and costly crimes, warning the public about potential horrifying cybersecurity 

scenarios. For instance, viruses are often described as ‘cancer,’ ‘ghosts,’ ‘infections’ and so 

forth while the impact often linked to terms such as ‘harm,’ ‘loss,’ ‘attack,’ and ‘paralysis’. 

 

Third, studies show that the Chinese state has legitimized its cyber governance in the name of 

‘moral goodness’ and ‘social orderliness.’49 The analysis shows that state intervention was 

indeed depicted as responsible behavior to preserve order, stability, morality and civility. 

This is why Figure 3 contains terms like ‘civility,’ ‘protection,’ ‘socialism,’ and so forth. The 

moral appeal had a special focus on the youth. This was why one of the most frequently 

covered topics was how online pornography ‘poisons’ young people. Such coverage peaked 

in 2009 when the state decreed all computers sold in China to pre-install the filtering software 

‘Green Dam’ designed to ‘purify the Internet and protect children.’50 Though the policy was 

abolished due to tremendous resistance, this incident again embodied the authoritarian 

paternalism feature of the state’s securitization discourse.  

 

2010-2018: Securitizing the Internet as the Rising Power  

Unlike the previous two phases, cybersecurity discourse from 2010 to 2018 features a heavy 

focus on foreign relations as well as some changes on the social aspect. The technology 

aspect has dropped in relative portion during this phase (See Figure 1) while still featuring 

cautious optimism like the previous phase. Thus to save space and avoid repetition, it will not 

be discussed in detail in this sub-section.   

 

As reflected in Figure 4, as far as the societal aspect is concerned, reports in this phase 

covered different application scenarios (e.g. from computers to mobile phones) and issue 

areas (e.g. from cybercrimes to online rumors), with especially more focus on privacy, 

compared to the previous phases. The power relations also experienced major reconstruction 

at this stage, changing from an omnipotent state (before 2000), strong state intervention 

(2000-2009), to addressing cybersecurity jointly by individuals, businesses, industrial 
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organizations, and the government. This means the state redefined its responsibilities by 

further pushing cybersecurity duties to individuals and service providers. 

 

[Figure 4 near here] 

 

 

On the foreign relations aspect, Figure 4 illustrates two distinct clusters, one focusing on the 

U.S.-China relations in cybersecurity and the other advocating China's cyber power, cyber 

sovereignty and cyber governance model. More specifically, discourse on U.S.-China 

relations fluctuated in this period, with the overall tone changed from negative (2010-2014) 

to positive (2015-2017), and negative again (2018), coinciding with the conflicts, competition, 

and cooperation between the two countries. And since 2012, China has prioritized 

cybersecurity on its political and national security agenda, deeming it as key to China’s 

global ambition as a rising power.
51

  

 

Securitizing the Society: Responsibilities Away from the Government  

Like the previous phase, terms such as ‘crime,’ ‘hacker,’ and ‘attack’ still appeared frequently 

during this period, suggesting that such phenomena persisted and remained the focus of state 

cybersecurity discourse. However, news reports on the social aspect of cybersecurity did 

show some new features in this third phase. 

 

The first major change was in application scenarios and issue areas. For instance, the 

keyword ‘computer’ in Figure 3 (2000-2009) was replaced by terms like ‘mobile phone,’ 

‘mobile,’ and ‘applications’ in Figure 4, reflecting China’s rapid evolution into the mobile era. 

In addition, inter-related terms such as ‘telecommunication,’ ‘fraud,’ ‘financial,’ ‘transaction,’ 

‘porn,’ and ‘rumor’ in Figure 4 reveal the pervasiveness of related cybercrimes in this phase. 

 

The state paid special attention to rumors. To crack down rumoring, the government issued 

the legal interpretation that citizens may be charged with defamation if the ‘rumors’ they 

spread online are visited more than 5,000 times, or reposted more than 500 times. And to 

justify its suppression on political rumors in particular, foreign cases were cited, as reflected 

in a 2017 report titled ‘Foreign Countries Combatting Online Political Rumors.’   

 

Second, unlike previous phases when personal rights or privacy was barely mentioned, this 
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phase focused more on ‘privacy,’ and ‘data’ of ‘individual[s],’ ‘user[s],’ and ‘citizen[s]’ (see 

Figure 4). These reports often revolved around specific cases such as the information leakage 

of China’s largest online developer community CSDN in 2010, which exposed emails and 

passwords of six million users. With the expansion of the Internet, such incidents only 

became more common in the news reports.  

 

The self-position of the state also shifted from the authoritarian paternalist that would protect 

but also control the society (2000-2009) to addressing the challenges jointly with citizens, 

companies, and industrial institutions. Thus, Figure 4 features non-state actors like 

‘individual,’ ‘enterprise,’ ‘institution,’ ‘company’ and ‘industry.’ Then what roles should 

various actors undertake? Recognizing that its policies were ‘lagging behind,’ ‘inadequate,’ 

‘not timely,’ and that ‘the law can hardly keep up with the fast-changing reality,’52 the 

government called upon individuals and corporations to shoulder more responsibilities. 

Individual citizens were expected to ‘improve their basic awareness and skills of information 

security.’53 Corporations were also more specifically held responsible. It was made clear that 

‘platforms play a crucial role in protecting personal information. As businesses, they have the 

right to attract users, but have more responsibility to ensure information safety; they have the 

right to pursue profits, but have a bigger obligation to protect users’ rights and interests.’54 

 

Securitizing Foreign Relations: Stimulus-Response in China-U.S. Interaction 

The foreign relations aspect of the cybersecurity discourse in this phase revolved around the 

U.S.-China interaction in the realm. In earlier phases, China saw the U.S. and the West 

primarily as a reference in its own cybersecurity governance. But since 2010, major 

cybersecurity conflicts between the two had become the focus of China’s reporting with 

China watching closely at the U.S. enacting its new policies (e.g. Obama's International 

Strategy for Cyberspace), increasing its investment on cyber warfare, and building its 

cybersecurity capabilities (e.g. the cybersecurity reserves plan and the formation of U.S. 

cyber forces). While there was coverage on other countries such as Russia, the U.K., Canada, 

India, and Mexico, such reports were smaller in number and generally more neutral or 

positive in tone. Moreover, after the Snowden incident, a large number of reports highlighted 

the conflicts between the U.S. and its allies as reflected in the following titles: ‘U.S. ‘Prism’ 

Plan Annoys Belgium,’55 ‘Spying Scandal Shadows India-U.S. Relations,’56 and ‘Why Is 
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the U.S.-Europe Relationship So “Fragile”?’57 

 

Closer examination reveals that coverage of the United States during 2010-2018 fluctuated 

dramatically from negative (2010-2014) to positive (2015-2017) and negative again (2018 

onwards). Such fluctuations reflect China’s changing relations with the U.S. as well as the 

state’s attempt to shore up legitimacy by depicting an external threat and provoking 

nationalism.
58

     

 

From 2010 to 2014, reports on the U.S. revolved around Google’s withdrawal from China, 

the hacking war between China and the U.S., the Snowden Incident, and the U.S. prosecuting 

Chinese military personnel for cyber theft. The coverage generally took a negative tone, 

though with different discursive frameworks in different cases. In the 2010 Google incident, 

China primarily attacked the ‘Internet freedom’ principle that U.S. advocated, claiming that 

‘freedom is only a cover, the essence is hegemony.’59 The year 2011 focused on the hacking 

war between China and the U.S., as reflected in the title ‘Cyber Warfare Goes from Secret 

Operation to Open Confrontation.’60 Such reports used military terms such as ‘the main 

battlefield of ideological struggle,’ ‘establishing a hacking empire,’ ‘grapping cyber military 

commanding heights,’ and ‘launching the cyber Cold War.’ The Snowden Incident in 2013 

offered China an opportunity to criticize the U.S.: ‘The United Nations Urges the U.S. to 

Abide by the Norms of International Law’61 and ‘Returning the Shameful ‘Label’ to the 

U.S.’62 In 2014, the U.S. Department of Justice sued Chinese military personnel for cyber 

theft, and China responded with critical reporting denying the accusation, claiming that 

‘Ridiculous ‘Prosecution’ Hurts All’63 and seeing ‘U.S. Global Cyber Surveillance under 
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Widespread Criticism.’64 

 

Between 2015 and 2017, the coverage on the U.S. in cybersecurity took a positive turn, but 

dropped in number. In 2015, there were only a few reports and all were on China-U.S. 

cooperation in cybersecurity, mirroring the increased bilateral top-level interactions in the 

realm. Indeed, in September 2015, China’s Minister of Public Security visited the U.S. and 

met with senior officials such as the U.S. Secretary of State, the Secretary of Homeland 

Security, and the National Security Advisor to discuss issues related to cybercrime and 

cybersecurity. During President Xi's first official visit to the U.S. in the same month, the two 

sides agreed to strengthen dialogue and cooperation on cybersecurity. Then in December, the 

first U.S.-China high-level joint dialogue on cybercrime and related issues led China to claim 

that the two countries had entered a ‘new stage of development’ in cybersecurity cooperation. 

Such a cooperative tone survived the following two years, with no relevant report in 2016 

and all the three reports in 2017 focusing on China-U.S. cybersecurity joint law enforcement 

and dialogue.  

 

The reporting took a negative turn again in 2018. The text analysis reveals that it was likely 

triggered by the President Trump's claim that China might launch cyberattacks on the U.S. 

and the prosecution of two Chinese personnel on the grounds of ‘cyber theft.’65 News reports 

thus stopped mentioning the Sino-U.S. cooperation and returned to the negative tone of 2010 

to 2014, accusing the U.S. for showing a ‘bad historical record’ and ‘putting the blame on the 

victim’ to discredit China. 

 

Besides China-U.S. relations, the cybersecurity discourse after the Hu Jintao era has also 

started focusing more on promoting China’s global strategic outlook. The proposition of 

‘without cybersecurity, there is no national security,’ formation of the Cyberspace 

Administrative of China, convocation of the World Internet Conference, and enactment of the 

Cybersecurity Law all manifest China's global ambition in the cybersecurity realm. 

Correspondingly, concepts like ‘Internet sovereignty’ and ‘cyber power’ have become more 

prominent in news reports from 2014 onwards. 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

This article critically examines how the Chinese state has securitized cybersecurity, which 

contributes to the academic discussion of global cybersecurity, especially given the limited 

research on China’s ever-growing role in this realm. By contextualizing the discourse 
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construction on cybersecurity in China, this article identifies three phases of discursive 

practices and power construction (see Table 1) that vividly reveal the process of Chinese 

state’s securitization of cybersecurity: Cybersecurity was initially framed as an inevitable but 

solvable technical issue in China’s modernization and development; it was then seen as an 

urgent technical and managerial issue that bears significant implications for the information 

society; ultimately, it was reframed also as an international issue that directly affects China’s 

national security and global development. These three phases correspond well to the three 

forms of cybersecurity securitizations by Hansen and Nissenbaum, namely technifications, 

everyday security practices, and hyper-securitization.66 Borrowing the positioning theory, 

this process reflects how the Chinese state changed its self-positions in these three phases 

from the omnipotent modernization planner to authoritarian paternalism, and finally to a 

rising power contesting global order.  

 

Despite the differences in the government’s self-position, all three stages share the feature of 

a state-centric unequal power relationship between the state and the society with the state 

securitizing the Internet to serves its governing strategy. Cybersecurity discourse across the 

three stages has been state-centric in that the government has constantly projected itself as the 

dominant actor in the field of cyber security. Though the state’s role has seemingly shifted 

from the modernization planer who enjoys the absolute power to a conductor who orchestras 

individuals, businesses and industrial institutions in cybersecurity, such a power transfer was 

more about shifting responsibilities to individuals and service providers. Indeed, the state’s 

dictating role was reaffirmed and further strengthened in the 2016 Cyber Security Law.  

 

The government's cybersecurity discourse construction, as a discursive, cultural and 

ideological practice, has always had the instrumental function to serve its policy goals and 

strategic plans, thus correspond well to government policies and regulations. In the early days 

(the first phase), cybersecurity was embedded in the national grand plan of informatization as 

well as economic and technological modernization, thus was presented as governable and to 

be actively promoted. Positioning itself as a modernization planer, the state enacted 

Regulations for Safety Protection of Computer Information Systems in 1994, which as the 

most important regulatory document then stated explicitly that the purpose is ‘to protect the 

safety of computer information systems, promote the application and development of 

computers and safeguard the smooth progress of the construction of socialist 

modernization.’
67

 After 2000 and in the second phase, cybersecurity was constructed as a 

frightening social phenomenon that needed to be governed and regulated, and such narratives 

helped strengthen the legitimacy of increasing social control and management in cyberspace. 

The shift in the government’s cybersecurity concerns and policy priorities was reflected in 

two paramount policies enacted in 2000: The State Council’s Administrative Measures on 
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Internet Information Services started to focus more on the socio-economic and political 

implications other than the technicalities of the Internet; and in the Decision on Safeguarding 

Internet Security by the National People's Congress Standing Committee, most stipulations 

on cybersecurity crimes relate not just to network technology, but also to social stability and 

the digital economy. From 2010 onwards, cybersecurity has become a prominent issue in the 

military and foreign relations realm, as more specifically represented in the fast-changing 

Sino-U.S. relations. The discourse in this phase evidently reflects the China’s grand strategy 

as a rising global cyber power while serving to shore up legitimacy by projecting external 

threats and provoking nationalism. This is reflected in the establishment of Cyber 

Administration of China as well as the 2017 Cybersecurity Law. By far the most authoritative 

law on cybersecurity, the Cybersecurity Law emphasizes ‘cyber sovereignty,’ which allows 

the government to reaffirm its supreme and ultimate power over domestic Internet while 

marking the its claim of cyber territory within the global digital order. 

 

By combining securitization theory and positioning theory, this study adds to existing 

literature in two senses. First, as an analytical framework derived from the West that focuses 

primarily on liberal democracies, many question the applicability of securitization theory in a 

non-democratic setting. As Nyman and Zeng reason, as a process that ‘moves issues out of 

regular democratic politics and debate and into fast-tracked emergency national security 

politics,’ it is by definition not applicable to non-democracies given the absence of 

democratic politics; and as a legitimation process, securitization emphasizes audience 

acceptance of elite discourse, which again is problematic in non-democracies where the 

audience lacks political influence.68 However, Vuori believes that securitization still occurs 

and is necessary in non-democracies such as China because it can serve political purposes 

such as agenda-setting, policy legitimization, threat deterrence, and control of subordinates.69 

This article engages in the academic dialogue by demonstrating how the Chinese state has 

constructed the cybersecurity discourse and how it has prescribed its relations with the 

technology, the society and the world through securitization. 

 

Furthermore, unlike most securitization studies that focus on the construction of threat (i.e. 

‘threat politics’), this article highlights the importance to study the power relations within the 

discourse. The securitization theory, while recognizing the unequal power relations among 

actors, stresses primarily how different actors have unequal influence in the discourse 

construction. This article expands the theoretical underpinning of power in securitization 

theory by supplementing it with positioning theory, which helps better map the power, 

responsibilities and obligations defined through the discursive process. In doing so, the 
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authors hope to further the discussion to a more in-depth level: How do existing or new 

power actors engage in securitization of cybersecurity, and how the process limits or 

empowers their power position? Correspondingly, what position and role do other actors have? 

These are the questions and challenges facing all countries across the globe. This research 

only probes into in this vast field where future studies may go beyond China and explore 

deeper and broader the power dynamics of cybersecurity in other democratic or 

non-democratic societies with different power configurations and historical legacies. 
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Table 1: Securitizing Cybersecurity in China (1983-2018) 

 

 

Phases Construction of Threats Power Relations and the 

State’s Self-Position 

1983-1999  

The Internet is seen 

as a technological 

and economic 

opportunity to 

achieve 

informatization and 

modernization. 

Cybersecurity framed as an 

inevitable but controllable aspect of 

the Internet. Threats often 

presented using biological 

metaphors such as virus, worm, 

bug, infection, paralysis, etc.   

The state positions itself 

as the omnipotent 

modernization planner 
who incorporates 

technology, society, and 

the world all into its 

development plans as 

passive objects to be 

developed, governed, or 

watched.. 

2000-2009 

No major 

cybersecurity 

conflicts with 

foreign states. The 

state focuses on the 

development of the 

Internet 

domestically with 

emphasis on 

governing the 

emerging cyber 

society. 

Cybersecurity no longer absolutely 

controllable, but to be taken with 

cautious optimism and requires 

long-term governance. Cyberspace 

depicted as risky, insecure and 

dangerous, thus needs state 

regulation and intervention. Threats 

often presented using biological 

metaphors and social crime 

rhetoric: cancer, phantom, virus, 

high-risk, early warning, vaccine, 

cyber spam, Pandora, etc. 

The positions itself as an 

authoritarian 

paternalist, and 

constructs an unequal 

relationship with the 

society, allowing the state 

to maintain the dominant 

power in the name of 

protecting the society, 

social order, and morality. 

2010-2018 

China and the U.S. 

experience major 

conflicts and 

cooperation in 

cybersecurity. China 

makes cybersecurity 

a national security 

priority and sees 

itself a rising power 

in global cyber 

governance 

Cybersecurity seen as an important 

realm of power struggle and a 

source of national security threat. 

Domestically, privacy becomes a 

key concern, with the responsibility 

shifted from the government to the 

society, individuals, and service 

providers. Threats often presented 

using military and war rhetoric: 

cyber cold war, cyber war, 

information war, battlefield without 

smoke, cyber troy, attack, etc. 

China actively engages in 

global cyber conflicts and 

governance, reflecting the 

state’s self-position of a 

rising power. 

Domestically, the state’s 

role gradually changes to 

a coordinator, calling on 

the society and platforms 

to take up the 

responsibilities. 
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Figure 1: Topical Distribution across the Three Phases 

Note: The percentages add up to over 100% as a report may be coded into more than one 

category. 
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Figure 2: Semantic Network Diagram of Cybersecurity Discourse (1983-1999) 
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Figure 3: Semantic Network Diagram of Cybersecurity Discourse (2000-2009) 
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Figure 4: Semantic Network Diagram of Cybersecurity Discourse (2010-2018) 

 

 


